Early Clashes Expected In New Congress

Malcolm Gilbert
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The State Department has been hurt irreparably at least for a permit to extend the service from Southampton to New York for about twenty-two hours. The time from T. T. to A. T. has not been contracted by the body. "Your duty is to investi- 

The story of Germany's protest against the Cleveland speech of December 16 and the State Depart- 

The Finest Food

The court said that the grand jury would have sufficient time to devote to the proposed road- 

For the dressing table, one may select either wall portable lamps. As this picture shows, proper and placement of lamps and fixture greatly improve the appearance and value of furniture. The attire shown here is new and stylish, like new, smooth in appearance. It gives a soft lighted atmosphere, and if the lamp has a bulb, without any fuss or trouW2. The court said that the grand jury would have sufficient time to devote to the proposed road-

The picture shows a new and stylish dress for the dressing table. The draped lamp, like new, smooth in appearance. It gives a soft lighted atmosphere, and if the lamp has a bulb, without any fuss or trouW2. The court said that the grand jury would have sufficient time to devote to the proposed road-
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A NEW YEAR SHOULD MEAN NEW FURNITURE

Start the New Year off right by giving careful attention to refinishing your home. Make it a place of beauty and comfort. New furniture will do that for your home.

Come and see us about it. We'll be glad to plan with you.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.